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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the processing of queries, expressing con-

ditions on the content of images, in large image databases. The

query language assumes that a semantic interpretation of the

image content is available (i.e. an image symbolic interpreta-

tion), as result of an image analysis process. The image query

language addresses important aspects of the image interpreta-

tions resulting from image analysis, by defining partial condi-

tions on the composition of the complex objects, requirements on

tkir degree of recognition, and requirements on their position

in tk image interpretation. Particukzr emphasis is given on the

definition of suitable content-based access structures to make

more ejjicient the query processing. An approach based on

multi-level signatures is adopted. The query is pre-processed on

the signatures to jilter-out most of the images not sati~ing the

query. Finally, an evaluation of the ejjiciency and precision of

the signature technique is given.

1. Introduction

The growing amount of electronically Stored di@al
images has determining the need of systems able to
efficiently manage large database of images. What k
happening today is in some way Similar to what happened
h the sixties, when the growing amount of electronically
stored data (mainly in the form of formatted records for
business applications), to be managed efficiently in com-
puter systems, led to the development of Data Base
Management Systems (DBMS). A strong interest on

image retrieval originated in the image processing com-

munity. Recent research activities concerning this topic

(i.e. visual databases) are reported in [Kuni89]. A key

aspett in image retrieval is to define suitable query

languages and access structures [Chan8 1].
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Different query approaches are described in [Choc89] for

low-level image retrieval, in [Rose84] for image retrieval

in CAD/CAM systems, in [Tang81] for alphanumeric and

image data retrieval, in [Rabi89a] for graphical image

retrieval. However, most of the image database systems

proposed are special purpose systems. This means that

the way images are stored, organized and retrieved

depends on the application for which the system has been

studied and cannot be generalized to different applica-

tions [Rabi89b].

In this paper we intend to present a general purpose image

query language, and then describe the processing of

queries in such a language. The starting point, i.e. the

result of the image analysis process, can be found in

[Rabi90] and [Rabi9 l]). In Section 2 a brief description

of the Image Analysis is given, while the Query Language

is introduced in Section 3. The complete query process-

ing algorithm is given in Section 4. A multi-level signa-

ture technique, used to support an efficient image retrieval

process, is then presented in Section 5. An evaluation of

the efficiency and precision of this signature technique on

image databases is also given. Final remarks are con-

tained in Seetion 6.

2. Image Analysis

Image analysis may be accomplished only if the classes

of images to be handled (i.e. the application domain) are

determined and described in advance to the system. In

this case, the images contain a finite set of objects with

complex relationships among them. However, only the

description of the application domain is specific of an

application environment; other environments may require

the definition of the domain(s) that are specific to them.

An image analysis process, based on a given application

domain definition, tries to recognize the objects contained

in the images, recording different interpretations, the

associated degree of recognition and their position in the
image space. Images may contain simple objects

(hereafter called basic objects) and complex objects,

which are composed of basic and complex objects. The

analysis process tries to determine the composition of the
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complex objects in terms of simpler objects. (Details on

the automatic image analysis process can be found in

[Rabi90] and [Rabi91].)

The result of the analysis process on an image is one

ISR-DB (Image Symbolic Representation at Database

Level, according to the format described in lJlabi90]) for

each application domain selected. An ISR-DB can be

empty if the image analysis process does not produce any

acceptable image interpretation for the specific applica-

tion domain,

In the following discussion we refer to a simple real-

world example. The example belongs to an application

domain composed of apartment’s plants with their furni-

tures (AparttnentDesign). The image analysis allows the

recognition of furnitures and types of rooms (e.g. dining

room, bathroom, etc.) contained in the images. Furnitures

are either basic objects (e.g. table, chair, etc.) or complex

objects (e.g. double bed). Rooms are complex objects.
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3. Image Query Language

The image query language (described in detail in
[Rabi91a]) allows to restrict the query to one or more
application domains. Only the images, in the database,
analyzed in the specified domain (or domains) will be
considered. It also allows to express a Boolean combina-
tion (i.e. using AND, OR, NOT operators) of conditions
(objec( dames) on objects to be found in the various

c
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image inte~retations. An object clause is expressed in

Conjunctive Normal Form. Quantifiers (i.e. AT MOST,

AT LEAST, EXACTLY) can be associated to an object
specification. They serve to pose conditions on the

number of object instances of the same object type to be

found in the same image interpretation. Absolute posi-

tional constraints can be associated to an object

specification and relative positional constraints can be

specified between couples of object conjuncts.

Furthermore, an object specification can be nested, i.e.

conditions can be given on the objects composing the

required object (i.e. WITH followed by an object clause).

This poses conditions on the rules exploited in the recog-

nition of a specific complex object in the image. We must

remember that in the application domain definition,

several recognition rules can be associated to a specific

complex object, leading to alternative object recognitions.

The WITH clause allows the user to select one or more

specific composition for a complex object in the image.

The main characteristics of this query language are illus-

trated in the following example:

Example 1:

FIND IMAGE IN DOMAIN Apart merit Design

CONTAINING

OBJECTS

(DiningRoom RECOGN O. 7

WITH (Kitchenette

AND Table

AND AT LEAST 4 Chair

SUCH THAT

(( OBJ(l), 0BJ(2) ARE S),

(OBJ(l), 0BJ(3) ARE CLOSE)))

AND EXACTLY 1 SingleBedroom

RECOGN 0.7 POSITION (0.4, 0.7), (1, 1)

);

The query clause is composed of only one object clause.

The first object conjunct requires that in the image

interpretation at least one complex object (“AT LEAST

1“ is assumed if not otherwise specified) must be recog-

nized as a Dining Room (~D~R), with minimum recogni-

tion degree of 0.7.

The second conjunct requires that exactly one object must

be recognized as a Single Bedroom (0~~~) with minimum

recognition degree of 0.7. This means that, while more

objects ODIR may be present in the image interpretation,

only one object OsBR must be present in the image
interpretation to satisfy the object clause. Notice also the

absolute positional constraint on the object OsBR, reqttir-
ing that the object be fully contained in the lower-right

part of the image (i.e. within the rectangle determined by

the points (0.4,0.7) and (1,1).

Example 1 also shows that the object clauses can be

recursive. In general, a condition on the presence of an

object (in an object conjunct or a disjunct) may contain

another complete object clause (following the keyword

WITH). This serves to pose further conditions on the
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composition of an object, in terms of simpler objects (this

also implies restrictions on the rule used to reeognize an

object). In Example 1, the first conjunct, requiring the

presence of a Dining Room (0~1~) has a further object

clause associated. It means that, in order to satisfy this

conjunct, it is not enough that any object ODIR is recog-

nized in the image interpretation, but it is necessary that

ODIR satisfies further conditions (i.e. the associated object

clause). In particular, it requires that O~lR must be com-

posed, among the other objects, of (at least) one complex

object Kitchenette (OH), (at least) one basic object ruble

(0,) and at least four basic objects chair (OC). Moreover,

two positional constraints are defined on the objects com-

posing O~IR: (1) OBJ(l), i.e. the object OH, must be posi-

tioned South (this is a way to specify directions in 2D

images) with respect to OBJ(2), i.e. the objeet Ot; (2)

OBJ(l), i.e. the object OK1, must be close to OBJ(3), i.e.

each of the objects 0,. Note that in our example applica-

tion domain, we define two objects as close if the distance

of their enclosing rectangles (on either X or Y axis) is

lower than 1/4 of the image dimension (on the

corresponding axis).

4. Image Query Processing

Here we describe a strategy for processing queries

defined in the query language described in previous sec-

tion. The symbols that will be used in the following dis-

cussion are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of symbols used.

Symbol Definition

I Image

T Image interpretation

c Context

R

Q
QCNJ

Oc
OCNJ

dom

SD(Q)

SO(Q)

L(dom)

RDB

RDB(dom)

Context interpretation

Query

Query conjunct

object clause

Object conjunct

Domain

Set of application domains mentioned in Q

Set of objects (basic and complex) mentioned in Q

Set of objects (basic and complex) of appl. domain

Set of alt RSI-DB m tbe Image Database

Set of RSI-DB belonging to dom

The query is executed through the procedure Searchlm-

age, which is composed of the following steps:

1) Parse query Q (a corresponding purse tree is gen-
erated).

2) The set of all domains specified in the query (D’) is

determined.

D’=SD(Q)

3) From the set D‘ all domains that are not compatible

with the query, are removed. All domains that do not con-

tain some of the objects mentioned in the query are elim-

inated. The resulting set D” is as follows:

{

D“ = dom E D’ such that SO(Q) G L(dom) 1
4) Use the filtering technique, described in the following

Section, in order to determine the query answer set

a) jilter –answer = 0

jilter-answer is the query answer set determined on the

base of the access methods adopted to speed-up the

query processing. It contains a set of RSI-DB. It must

be observed that each RSI-DB contained in ftlter-

answer can be composed of a subpart of the

corresponding RSI-DB in the image DB.

b) for each dom G D“

jilter-answer =

jilter-answer u QueryFilter (Q,dom)

where QueryFilter(Q,dom) k a procedure that returns
the set of RSI-DB = RDB(dom) passing the filter
corresponding to query Q, when executed on the image

access structures adopted in this image retrieval

approach. The procedure is described in the following

Section.

5) Remove the false drops from the images contained in

jilter-answer and cheek for the positional constraints.

a) answer = 0

answer is the query answer set

b) for each RSI-DB e jilter-answer

if QueryProc (Q,RSI –DB) then

RSI–DB -+ answer

where QueryProc(Q,RSI-DB) is a procedure that

returns a boolean value. It returns True if Q is satisfied

on RSI-DB, otherwise it returns False. The procedure

QueryProc removes the false drops, verifies the posi-

tional and cardinal constraints and verifies again all

query conjuncts. This procedure is described in

[Rabi9 la].

5. Access Methods

Here we describe the access structures that can support an

efficient image retrieval process, based on the query

language previously described, These access stmctures

serve for fast access to the images in the database. Even

if the access structures do not contain all the information

in the image symbolic representations, it is sufficient that

they restrict significantly the number of image headers to

bc accessed, where the complete query is performed to

dctcrminc the final result of the query.

We propose here an access method based on a signature

[echnique. The very id&~ of the signature jile access
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method is to extract and compress properties of data

objects and store them in a separate file [Chri84]. The

extracted pieces of data are called signatures. Also

queries are supposed to be transformable to the signature

form. A collection of the derived signatures is called sig-

nature file or falter because of its role during the query

processing. The function of the filter is to determine all

data objects which may qualify for a given query (i.e. to

exclude data objects which do not satisfy the query). The

signature file access method allows some false hits on the

signature file level. (This is why a signature file is called

“filter”). Therefore, a second step of query processing,

called false drop resolution, is needed.

Table 2. Symbols used for signature structures.

Symbol Definition

SIGN Image signature

QSIGN Query signature

f Number of bits in the signature record

n Number of bits set to “ 1” by a basic object

qw Number of bits set to “ 1” in the signature

for each object (query weight)

For each application domain, the signature of an object

(simple or complex) is fixed as n specific bit positions in

the complete signature block (f bits). The codes of all

possible objects in the domain are specified in a look-up

table, which may be updated to reflect the changes in the

rules of image analysis process (e.g. rules for new objects

or rules expressing more ways of recognizing the same

object can be added). The value of n must be evaluated in

relation to f, taking into account the average number of

objects in each image, the number of different objects in

the application domain, etc. to approach the target of 1/2

of ones, as average value, in the resulting signature block

[Chri84]. A simple object (e.g. 0, in the example image)
will set only n bits in the image signature, as specified in

the application look-up table. A complex object, instead,

will set its n bit position and the bit positions associated

with all the simpler objects which compose it in the

specific interpretation in the symbolic representation of

the image. For example, the signature of O~IR in the

image example of Figure 1, is obtained superimposing the

codes, obtained from the look-up table, of O,, 0,, OKI,

OE., Oh, Owb and O,b .

5.1. Access Structure Definition

We propose here a four-level signature (for each applica-

tion domain in the system) for each image

1) SIGN (I) is the image-level signature. This signature

is obtained by superimposing the codes of the image

interpretations recognized

the image is defined as

in image 1. More precisely, if

I= T1, . . . ,T. (n~l)

where Ti (i =1 , ....n) is a generic image interpretation, then

SIGN (I) = @z+.,n
[SZGN(’TJ

so that SIGN(I) is defined in terms of SIGN(I,T), which is

the image-interpretation-level signature.

Note that SUPi.l,,,,,~ (SIGNi) is defined as the superimpo-
sition (i.e. bitwise OR) of the N signatures

SIGN1 , . . . ,SIGN~.

2) SIGN (I,T) is the image-interpretation-level signa-

ture. This signature is obtained by superimposing the

codes of the contexts recognized in interpretation T.

More precisely, if the image interpretation T is defined as

T= Cl,.. . ,C~ (m>l)

where Ci (i =1 ,... ,m ) is a generic context of the image

interpretation T, then

[
SIGN (I, T)= Supizl,, ,~ SIGN (l,T>CL

1

SIGN(I,T) is defined in terms of SIGN(I,T,C), which is

the context-level signature.

3) SIGN (Z,T, C) is the context-level signa[ure. This sig-

nature is obtained by superimposing the codes of the con-

text interpretations recognized in the context C. More

precisely, if the context C is defined as

C=R1 >... ,Rv (v~l)

where R, (i =1 ,..., v) is a generic context interpretation of

the context C, then

[
SIGN (I,T,C) = Supi=l,,,,,v SIGN (I, T,C,Ri

1

SIGN(I,T,C) is defined in terms of SIGN(I,T,C,R), which

is the context-in terpretation-level signature.

4) SIGN (I,T, C,R) is the context-interpretation-level sig-

nature. The signature is obtained by superimposing the

codes of the objects recognized in the context interpreta-

tion R of context C of image interpretation T of image Z.

More precisely, if the context interpretation R is defined

as

R= 01, . . . ,0/ (/21)

where Oi (i=l ,...,1) is a generic object, either basic or

complex, then

SIGN(13T,C9R) = Supi=l,,,,,r
[sIGN(OJ

The signature (SIGN(O)) of a generic object O is

obtained through the following iterative procedure.

Let us distinguish two cases, one for the basic objects and

one for the complex objects:

[

case 1: 0 ~ is a basic object
o=

case 2: 00 is composed of O1,...,O, END r>l
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then

[

case 1: code (O ~)
SIGN (0) =

case 2: Sup [de (Oo),Supl.,, ,, (SIGN (0,)]

where coa!e (0 ) is the code associated to the object O in

the lookup table.

Therefore, the information contained in an ISR-DB is, for

each image, as follows:

one image-level signature;

- N image-interpretation-level signatures, where N is

the number of different image interpretations in ISR-

DB;
N

- M context-level signatures, with M = ~mi, where mi
i=l

is the number of different contexts in the i-th image

interpretation;

- Z context-interpretation-level signatures, with

Z = ~(fvi,j), where vi,j is the number of context
i=l j=l

interpretations in the j-thof the i-th image interpreta-

tion.

5.2. Filtering Process

The first step in the filtering process is to determine the

signatures for the query. Two levels of signatures are

used for the query. They are described in the following.

1) QSIGN (Q) is the query-level signature.

A query Q is expressed as a conjunction of query con-

juncts QCNJ

Q= QCNJI AND ““” AND QNCJM M21

where four types of query conjuncts are allowed (we

denote with OC an <object-clause>)

1type 1: OC

I
type 2: OCI OR ... OR OCP

QCNJ = type 3: NOT OC

type4: OCl OR “.. OR OCXOR

NOT OCX+l OR “ “ “ OR NOT OCX+Y

QSIGN (Q) is obtained by superimposing the signatures

of the query conjuncts

[
QWGN(Q) = Supi.1,...,M QSIGN (QcNJi

1

The signature of the query conjunct is expressed in terms
of lower level signatures: the object-clause level signa-

ture QSIGN(Q,OC).
Different signatures are generated, depending on the type

of the query.

1
type 1: QSIGN(Q,OC)

type 2: ~n~i=l,. ,,p I
QSIGN (Q,OC, i

1type 4: not defined

Note that ]nt,=l,...,p ~QS~GN(Q,OCi~ denotes the inter-

section (obtained b; bitwise AND) ‘of the p bit strings

QSIGN(Q,C,), i=l,...,p. Using the signature technique,

the logical AND of search clauses is expressed by the Sup

of the signature of the search clauses, while the logical

OR of search clauses can be expressed by the Int of the

signatures of the search clauses. A query signature result-

ing from a Int operation on several query signatures has a

query weight (i.e. the number of bits set to “1”) lower or

equal to the query weight of the composing query signa-

tures. The resulting query weight can even be zero (i.e.

the query signature is made by all zeros).

It can be observed that the signature is not defined for

queries of type 3 and type 4. Indeed, the signature

method is not able to process queries containing the NOT

operator. This is due to the fact that the signature method

filters out records that are not relevant for the query, but

not all of them. If the processing of a negative predicate

(NOT OC) were done by searching for OC and selecting

the items filtered out, some relevant items could be

missed.

2) QSIGN (Q, OC) is the object-clause-level signature.

A generic object clause OC has the following form

OC =OCNJ1 AND “ “ s AND OCNJ~ q>l

where OCNJ is an object conjunct. Then

[
QSIGN(Q,OC) = Supi.l,,, ,, QSIGN(Q,OC,OCNJi

J

(For simplicity, we do not consider here object alterna-

tives in the definitions of objeets).

We will distinguish two forms of the object-conjunct

(OCNJ): in one form the object conjunct has a WITH

condition, while in another form it has no WITH condi-

tion.

-(case 1: 0
OCNJ = case 2. 0 ~~T~ OC

L

where O is a generic object and OC is an object clause.

Then

where recsign (OC) is the signature record that

corresponds to the object clause. recsign (OC) is calcu-
lated using the following procedure:
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[
recsign (OC) = Supi=l,,,,,~ akign (OCNJ

~
where

{

case 1: code(O)

‘sign ‘°CNJ) = case 2: Sup (code (0), recsign (OC))

In Example 1, there is only one Type 1 conjunct in the

query clause. Therefore, QSIGN(Q) is equal to

QSIGN (Q,OC), i.e. the query-level signature is equal to

the object-clause-level signature of the only object clause

OC, contained in the Type 1 conjunct. There are two

top-level objects in object clause OC, i.e. ODIR and OsBR.

The signature of 0~1~ is obtained by superimposing the

codes of ODIR,OH,Ot ,0= (note that duplicates, such as

0., are eliminated using the superimposed coding tech-

nique). The signature of OsBR is equal to the code of

O~~R. Thus, QSIGN (Q,OC) is obtained by superimpos-

ing the signatures of ODIR and OsBR.

The procedure QueryFilter is the central part of the query

processing algorithm. It accesses the signature files of the

domain dom and filters out all images whose signatures

do not verify the query Q. The resulting set, ~ is returned.

As already mentioned, the set ~ contains also some ele-

ments that do not match with the query Q (false drops).

The algorithm returns, for each image in the result set ~

the corresponding RSI-DB. The RSI-DB of the images

contained in ~ may correspond to a subpart of the RSI-DB

of the same image in the DataBase. Indeed, it is possible

that the query Q is verified only for some of the interpre-

tations of the image, but not from all of them. The pro-

cedure QueryFilter is executed through the following

steps:

Step 1: The image level signature file

SIGN (1) <dom > is scanned. QSIGN (Q) is matched

against the image-level signatures SIGN (1) for all images

I in the domain dom. The set S ~ is determined, defined as

the set of all images whose SIGN(1) matches QSIGN (Q)

(a query signature matches a data signature if all “one”

positions in the query signature correspond to “one” posi-

tions in the data signature [Chri84]). S ~ is the first restric-

tion of the image database. Obviously, if the query

weight qw of QSIGN (Q ) is zero, this step is omitted and

S ~ will contain all images in domain dom.

a) S1=O

b) for each I c RDB (dom)

if (QSIGN (Q) ~ SIGN(1))

then I+S1

else continue

Note: (QSIGN (Q) ? SIGN(1)) means ma[ch the query

signature QSIGN (Q ) with the image signature

SIGN (1). It returns TRUE if a match cxisls, FALSE

otherwise.

Step 2: For each image 1 in S ~, determine the set of

image-interpretation-level signatures SIGN (l, T). If the

query-level signature QSIGN(Q) matches at least one

image-interpretation-level signature SIGN (I,T) and all

query conjuncts of Type 1 and Type 2 are verified

(according to rules (i) and (ii)), then I and the matching

image interpretation T are inserted in the set Sz. S2 is

composed of couples (I,T). (i) A query conjunct of Type 1

is verified if the corresponding object clause has an

object-clause-level signature that matches with the

image-inteqxetation-level signature

QSIGN(Q) ? SIGN (l, T). (ii) A query conjunct of Type 2

is verified if it contains at least one object clause with an

object-clause-level signature that matches with the

image-interpretation-level signature. Sz is the second res-

triction of the image database.

a) S2=0

b) for each I G S1

Step

for each Ti such that

(QSIGN(Q) ? SZGN(l,Ti) ~D

for each QCNJ (query conjunct oftype 1)

(QSZGN(Q,OC) ? SIGN (I,TJ) AND

for each QCNJ (query conjunct of tYpe2)

exists OCj such that

QSIGN(Q,OCj) ? SIGN (I,TJ)
then (I,Ti) + Sz

else continue

3: For each couple (1,T) in S2, determine the set

of context-level signatures SIGN (1,T, C), corresponding

to all contexts C of (l, T). If all query conjuncts of Type 1

and Type 2 are verified (according to rules (i) and (ii)),

then (1,T, C) is inserted in Ss. Ss is the third restriction of

the image database. (1,T,C) is a triple that represents the

context C of image interpretation T of image 1. (i) At this

level, a query conjunct of Type 1 is verified if the object

clause that composes it is verified. An object clause is

verified if its signature matches the context-level signa-

ture (QSIGN (Q,OC) ? SIGN (I,T, C)). (ii) A query con-

junct of Type 2 is verified if it exists at least one object

clause that compose it that is verified.

a) S3=0

b) for each (I,T) e S2
for each C = T

if for each QCNJ (query conjunct of Iype I)

QSZGN(Q,OC) ‘t SIGN (I,T,C) AND

(for each QCNJ (query conjunct oflype 2)

exists OCi ~ QCNJ such that
QSIGN(Q,OCi) ~ SIGN(I,T,C))

then (I, T,C) -+ S3

else continue

Step 4: For each comcxl (/,T, C) in S ~, determine the

Scl of context-interpretation-level signatures
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SIGN (l,T, C,R), corresponding to all context interpreta-

tions R of context C. If all query conjuncts of Type 1 and

Type 2 are verified (according to rules (i) and (ii)) then

(Z,T,C,R) is inserted in ~. ~ is the result of the procedure

QueryFilfer. (Z,T,C,R) is the context interpretation R of

context C of image interpretation T of image 1. (i) At this

level, a query conjunct of Type 1 is veritied if the object

clause that composes it is verified. An object clause is

verified if it has all object conjuncts with a signature that

matches the context-interpretation-level signature

(QSIGN(Q,OC) ? SIGN (I, T, C,R)). (ii) A query con-

junct of Type 2 is verified if it exists at least one object

clause that composes it that is verified.

a) F=E7

b) for each (I,T,C) E S3
for each R E C

if ~or each QCNJ (query conjunct of type I)

(QSIGN(Q,OC) ? SZGN(I,T,C,R)

) AND

~or each QCNJ (query conjunct of type .2)

exists OCi E QCNJ such that

(QSZGN(Q,OCi) ? SIGN (I, T,C$R)

)
then (I, T,C,R) -+ f

else continue

The result of the procedure QueryFilter is a set of RSI-

DBs. They may not correspond exactly to the RSI-DBS of

the images stored in the image database. Indeed, given a

generic image Z, having different image interpretations,

each one composed of different contexts having different

context interpretations, it is possible that only some of the

context interpretations of I have a signature that verifies

the query Q. The algorithm just described allows the

selection of only these context interpretations. It must be

observed that the RSI-DBS obtained as result of the pro-

cedure QueryFilter are directly compared with the query

Q (in the step 5 of the prixxdure Searchltnage). The pos-

sibility of reducing the complexity of the RSI-DBS used

may reduce significantly the cost of this final step of the

procedure SearchImage.

5.3. Evaluation

It is very difficult to perform an analytical evaluation of

the signature-based access method to image databases

proposed in this paper. The reason is that most of the

simplifying assumptions used to analyze the signature

techniques on text databases [Chri84] are not valid for

image databases.

In particular, in text databases a very large number of dis-

tinct words (i.e. dictionary) is assumed (in real situations,

it can be in the other of several hundred thousands

[Rabi84]). Instead, in image databases, the distinct

objects, basic and complex, are usually no more than few

douzens. This is not a limitation on images in general but

a limitation on the application domains on which the

image analysis process can be applied.

Other assumptions on the frequency of words (i.e.

geometric distribution of the frequency of word

occurrence, low frequency of words on which to base the

retrieval, etc.) cannot be simply extended to object

images: no study exists on this topic but our experience

(e.g. the ApartmentDesign application domain) is against

these assumptions. Moreover, probabilistic independence

of word occurrence, necessary to simplify the computa-

tions in case of text signatures, is unreasonable in case of

image signatures, since semantic rules, used in the image

analysis process, describe how object images can be com-

bined to obtain more complex objects.

Therefore, most of the results obtained for signature tech-

niques on text databases (e.g. the “optimal” ratio of “O”

and “ 1” in signatures) cannot be extended to image data-

bases. In order to get some insight in the performance of

the proposed signature techniques on image databases, we

decided to implement a prototype and measure the perfor-

mance, in terms of space overhead and false drop ratio,

on sample image databases. Obviously, we do not know

how these results can be extended to other image data-

bases (more experiments are necessary and a suitable

analytical model, if possible, should be proposed).

The other main problem was that the number of images

(about one hundred) that we had obtained from the image

analysis process (in the ApartmentDesign application

domain) was not significant to evaluate the performance

of the retrieval technique. Adding new images to the

database is very time consuming since it is necessary to

draw (using a graphical editor) each new image before

activating the image analysis process. Therefore, we

decided to implement a generator of image symbolic

representations (i.e. ISR-DB, as resulting from the image

analysis), which should randomly generate representa-

tions of images “significant” in the ApartmentDesign

application domain. This program has enbedded the

knowledge of the rules for complex object recognition of

our sample application domain, the knowledge of the con-

text that may appear in these images, the combination of

objects that are significant in the domain, etc.

This program has been parametrized, so to obtain (ISR-

DB of) images with different degree of complexity (in

terms of number of image interpretations, number of con-

texts in each image interpretation, number of context

interpretations, number of complex objects and basic

objects, not recognized as part of complex objects, in

each context interpretation). With this generator, we
have obtained three image databases: IDB_S (with simple

images), IDB_M (with medium-complexity images) and

IDB_C (with complex images) each one containing 10000

images. The characteristics of these image databases are
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described in Table 3.

Table 3. Image database characteristics

Then, we ran the prototype image retrieval system on

these database to collect measurements on the 4-Ievel sig-

natures generated, and on the false drops resulting on a

few sample queries. Table 4 describes the composition,

in terms of “O” and “ 1” bits, of the signatures generated

for each sample database. We tried four different values

off, i.e. the dimension of the signature block for each sig-

nature level. Note that the same block size is used at

level 1, for the complete image, at level 2, for an image

interpretation, at level 3, for a context, and at level 4, for a

context interpretation. (In the following tables, SIGN_I

means SIGN(Z), SIGN_T means SIGN (l, T), SIGN_C

means SIGN (l,T, C), SIGN_R means SIGN (l,T, C,R)),

Table 4. Percentage of” 1” in 4-level signatures

IDB_S IDB_M IDB_C

f=64 SIGN_I 87.8 93.6 95.6

SIGN_T 83.6 91.7 93.0

SIGN_C 77.5 85.2 88.2

SIGN_R 64.7 75.8 79.7

f=128 SIGN_I 70.5 79.4 82.6

SIGN.T 65.9 76.1 77.9

SIGN_C 55.6 66.0 70.0

SIGN_R 46.4 53.0 57.7

f=192 SIGN_I 56.4 60.4 68.7

SIGN_T 49.8 55.7 64.0

SIGN_C 42.3 47.7 56.1

SIGN_R 34.6 40.2 44.3

f=256 SIGN_I 47.3 56.7 59.5

SIGN_T 41.0 53.3 55.1

SIGN_C 34.2 43.6 47.1

SIGN_R 27.5 32.2 36.0

We can note that, reasoning as in the case of text signa-
tures, the percentage of “ 1“ seems acceptable only for

f =256,and for f =192 for the levels SIGN_C and
SIGN_R.

Table 5 illustrates the memory overhead of the 4-level

signatures, with respect to the different image databases.

The overhead is computed as the ratio of the size of the

signature blocks, at a specific level, referring to the same

image, with the size of the ISR-DB of that image. The

average size of an ISR-DB is 268 bytes, for IDB_S, 601

bytes, for IDB_M, 965 bytes, for IDB_C. The original

image size has not been considered here since it depends

greatly on the type of the original image. In our applica-

tion domain, if the image is stored as a bit-map it would

require about 500 KB (without compression), while if it is

coded using graphical primitives (ZIP of Andrew, see the

following section) it would require from 5 to 10 KB.

Table 5. Memory overhead of the 4-level signatures

ISR-DB size.

f=64 SIGN_I

SIGN_T

SIGN.C

SIGN_R

f=128 SIGN_I

SIGN_T

SIGN.C

SIGN_R

f=192 SIGN_I

SIGN_T

SIGN.C

SIGN_R

f=256 SIGN_I

SIGN_T

SIGN_C

SIGN.R

IDB_S IDB_M IDB_C

2.68MB 6.OIMB 9.65MB

9.0 3.9 2.5

13.0 5.9 5.1

19.9 12.0 10.0

30.2 24.2 20.0

11.9 5.2 3.3

17.3 7.9 6.8

26.6 16.0 13.4

40.2 32.3 26.6

5.9 4.2

21.6 17.8 8.5

33.2 26.3 16.7

50.3 39.3 33.3

17.9 7.8 5.0

26.0 11.9 10.2

39.9 26.7 20.0

60.3 48.4 40.0

We present now four sample queries, which have been

used to evaluate the false drop ratio in our signature-

based query processing techniques. Query 1 is the sim-

plest: it requires images containing a complex object,

DoubleBedroom, and specifies a particular interpretation

of this complex object (i.e. a specific recognition rule)

giving three objects that must be part of it. Queries 2 and

3 are both composed of the same two object clauses: in

query 2 they are in AND, in query 3 they are in OR,

Therefore, query 3 is the least selective query. Moreover,

the weight (i.e. the number of “ l“) of its query-level sig-

nature is very low, since it is obtained intersecting its two

object-clause level signatures. Query 4 is the most com-

plex: it is composed of three query conjuncts, the last of

them containing two object clauses in disjunction. We
did not put quantifiers or cardinality constraints in the

queries, since they cannot be verified using the signatures

(we were interested to measure only false drops to the

inherent signature unprecision).

Query 1:
FIND IMAGE IN DOMAIN Apart merit Design CONTAINING

OBJECTS (DoubleBedroom

WITH (DoubleBed AND Bedside Table

AND Wardrobe) ) ;
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Query 2:

FIND IMAGE IN DOMAIN ApartmentDesign CONTAINING

OBJECTS (DoubleBedroom

WITH (DoubleBed AND BedsideTable

AND Wardrobe)

AND Kitchenette

WITH (GasStove AND WashBasin));

Query 3:
FIND IMAGE IN DOMAIN ApartmentDesign CONTAINING

OBJECTS (DoubleBedroom

WITH (DoubleBed AND BedsideTable

AND Wardrobe))

OR OBJECTS (Kitchenette

WITH (GasStove AND WashBasin));

Query 4:

FIND IMAGE IN DOMAIN ApartmentDesign CONTAINING

OBJECTS (DoubleBedroom

WITH (DoubleBed AND BedsideTable

AND Wardrobe))

AND OBJECTS (Kitchenette

WITH (GasStove AND WashBasin))

AND (OBJECTS (StudyRoom

WITH (Table AND Chair))

OR OBJECTS (DiningRoom

WITH (Table AND Chair))

);

We must observe that the query processing strategy that

has been presented produces other errors, apart those

deriving from the signature false drop. Indeed, it does not

allow to distinguish between aquery having a WITH con-

ditionandaquery having thesame objects asconjunctsin

the object clause (01AND02ANDOB and

O ~ WITH (02 AND O ~) give the same result). We will

not consider this error in the evaluation, since we are

interested in measuring the false drop that derives from

the use of the two level signatures. A different approach,

based on more levels of query signatures [Rabi9 la]

removes this limitation.

Table 6 illustrates the false drop ratios, measured for the

four queries, executed using the 4-level signatures on the

three image databases, IDB_S, IDB_M and IDB_C. The

signatures have been computed for four values offi 64,

128,192,256.

These results show that the false drop ratio depends

mainly on the type of image (i.e. on IDB_S, IDB_M,

IDB_C)and on thetypeofquery. Surprisingly, the factor

~, which determine the memory overhead, does not have

such a big impact on the false drop ratios. Some
improvements can be noticed from ~=64 to~=128, but

very little, if any, from f =128 to ~ =192 and to ~ =256.

Comparing Table 4withTable6, we can observe how the

impact of signature weights (i.e. percentage of “l”) on

false drops, varying ~, is not significant, and results from

text databases cannot begeneralizedto ourcase.

More surprisingly, Table 6shows that, even if fdsedrop

ratios are in general rather high (mainly for Query 3, the

simple OR query, and for medium to complex images,

IDB_MandIDB_C) when comparcdto thcorcticalvalucs

for text signatures (however, those values arc computed

for one word queries, with average word selectivity, and

this selectivity cannot be compared with the selectivity of

any image objects), the false drop ratio is zero (except in

a few cases for ~ =64) at the last signature level, i.e. pro-

cessing QSIGN(Q,OC) on SIGN(I,T,C,R). This means

that the final false drop is lower than 10d (since the

image database contains 10000 images). This result

demonstrates the advantage of our multi-level signature

query processing approach. In this approach, the result-

ing fake drop ratio is the one obtained at the end of the

forth step (and this scemsto be surprisingly good). The

previous steps are useful to limit the application of the

final step on smaller portions of NGN(l,T,C,R), which,

according to Table 5,islargest than the other three signa-

tures combined. However, more complex query process-

ing strategies could be studkxl: for example, applying

selectively some of the first three query processing steps

depending on the average complexity of images in the

database, and the characteristics of the query to be pro-

cessed (e.g. expected selectivity, etc.).

6. Final Remarks

In this paper, wehaveproposed an approach to the pro-

cessing ofcontent-based queries on image databases. The

crucial point of this proposal is the strong integration of

the image retrieval prwess with the result of the image

analysis process.

The approach presented in this paper constitutes an

improvement of the techniques used in the MULTOS pro-

totype, with enhancements in the image analysis and

retrieval process. (MULTOS is a prototype system for

the filing and retrieval of multimedia documents

[Cont90].) The image analysis process has been

enhanced with the introduction of the concept of context

and different interpretations of contexts and complex

objects. The image retrieval process has been enhanced

improving the query language and the query processing

techniques.

For what concerns the retrieval process, we think that the

ISR-DB seems an adequate starting point to study further

the image retrieval process, even if substantial

modifications or alternative approach in the image

analysis process will be proposed in future. The

signature-based query processing techniques needs

further evaluation to understand better its behavior and

directions for improvements. In particular, we are study-
ing more flexible query processing algorithms, based on

more levels of query signatures, and we arc investigating

how to combine spatial access methods (to process object

positional requirements in the query) with these signature
techniques.
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Table 6. False drops

f=64 IDB_S I T CR IDB_M I TCR IDB_C I T CR

ql 0.28 0.23 0.18 0.088 ql 0.48 0.46 0.37 0.19 ql 0.55 0.52 0.45 0.29

q2 0.25 0.17 0.08 0.014 q2 0.61 0.56 0.37 0.07 q2 0.74 0.69 0.54 0.16

q3 0.76 0.15 0.07 0.011 q3 0.89 0.43 0.32 0.06 q3 0.91 0.5 0.4 0.12

q4 0.27 0.07 0.02 0.0035 q4 0.64 0.46 0.22 0.01 q4 0.8 0.64 0.4 0.04

f=128 IDB_S I T CR lDB_M I T c R IDB_C I T CR

ql 0.19 0.12 0.06 0 ql 0.40 0.35 0.22 0 ql 0.48 0.41 0.26 0

92 0.17 0.10 0.04 0 q2 0.50 0.43 0.22 0 q2 0.67 0.58 0.35 0

q3 0.67 0.05 0.03 0 q3 0.84 0.19 0.11 0 q3 0.87 0.25 0.15 0

q4 0.19 0.04 0.01 0 q4 0.55 0.35 0.12 0 q4 0.73 0.53 0.25 0

f=192 IDB_S I T CR IDB.M I T CR IDB_C I T c R~

ql 0.19 0.12 0.06 0 ql 0.40 0.35 0.22 0 ql 0.48 0.41 0.26 0

q2 0.17 0.10 0.04 0 q2 0.50 0.43 0.22 0 q2 0.67 0.58 0.35 0

q3 0.52 0.06 0.03 0 q3 0.74 0.19 0.11 0 q3 0.80 0.25 0.15 0

q4 0.19 0.04 0.01 0 q4 0.55 0.35 0.12 0 q4 0.73 0.53 0.25 0

f=256 lDB_S I T CR IDB_M I T c R IDB_C I T CR

ql 0.19 0.12 0.06 0 ql 0.40 0.35 0.22 0 ql 0.48 0.41 0.26 0

q2 0.17 0.10 0.04 0 q2 0.50 0.43 0.22 0 q2 0.67 0.58 0.35 0

q3 0.52 0.04 0.03 0 q3 0.74 0.19 0.11 0 q3 0.80 0.25

q4 0.19 0.04 0.01 0

0.15 0

q4 0.55 0.35 0.12 0 q4 0.73 0.53 0.25 0
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